Instructions for the students taking admission at the AIIMS Jodhpur.

1. The academic session and classes will commence from 17th September 2012 at 10 AM.

2. Parents are also cordially invited for welcome ceremony on 17th September 2012 at 10 AM. They are required to arrange for their stay at Jodhpur on their own.

3. Rooms in the hostels will be allotted on 15th September 2012.

4. Students who have locked their choices for AIIMS, Jodhpur in Delhi Counseling are directed to complete their admission process with all the original documents on or before 15th of September 2012 at AIIMS, Jodhpur.

5. You are required to deposit total of Rs. 21356/- as fee which also includes your mess fee for the initial 4 month. The fee will accepted as cash. If you have already deposited Rs.6000/- at admission on 27th Aug in Delhi, the remaining amount will be collected as cash on spot.

6. The student who are transferred from other AIIMS, are required to collect a cheque in favour of “All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Jodhpur” against the deposited fee along-with original documents, medical fitness certificate and report here for the admission process.

7. If you have already taken the admission for the MBBS course in this session at medical college else where, you are immediately supposed to resign and cancel your admission from that college and collect your original immediately.

Manish Kr. Srivastava,
Administrative Officer
AIIMS, Jodhpur.